THE COMMONWEALTH@70 RESOUNDS
IN ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA
July 6th-16th 2019

Background to the project
In 2017, Antigua and Barbuda were both affected by Hurricane Irma and there was
enormous damage to homes and communities, especially in Barbuda. There is still much to
do, it is clear that there is real hope for the future.

The Antigua and Barbuda Youth Symphony Orchestra
That year Alison Cox, Founder and Chair of Trustees of The Commonwealth Resounds
first met Her Excellency Karen-Mae Hill, High Commissioner of Antigua and Barbuda at
YYYY, and heard about the Antigua and Barbuda Youth Symphony Orchestra (ABYSO).
H.E is widely celebrated in her own country and overseas as ‘The Musical High
Commissioner’! and is a kmeen supporter of the Antigua and Barbuda Youth Symphony
Orchestra, a youth orchestra which has now been running for about two years. Thanks to
the efforts of her and her wonderfully dedicated team of volunteers in Antigua and
Barbuda she has gained the support of others in the Antiguan Government who are
interested in music, including The Governor-General and his wife, Sir Rodney and Lady
Williams.
Trustees and key supporters of The Commonwealth Resounds (TCR) were very keen to
help the H.E. develop her orchestra in a sustainable way. Alison Cox suggested that it
might be possible to bring to the islands a team of young Commonwealth musicians from the
UK’s specialist music schools to meet and work with the young musicians in the ABYSO as
peer mentors. This idea was enthusiastically welcomed by the High Commissioner and her
partners.
Alison Cox is also Head of Composition and Outreach at the Purcell School for Young
Musicians, which is the oldest specialist music school in the Commonwealth. As well as
Purcell, there are four other specialist music schools in the UK, all of whom warmly
encourage links with Commonwealth partners and have young musicians from all over the
world studying with them. Self-funding pupils from these schools have often travelled
overseas as part of The Commonwealth Resounds to run collaborative projects with music
schools in countries such as Malta, Uganda, Sri Lanka, Trinidad and Tobago and Australia.

Talented school-aged musicians working with orphaned children in Sri Lanka and
a youth orchestra in Malta

The Commonwealth@70 musical project in Antigua
Participants
The Government of Antigua and Barbuda
The Antigua and Barbuda Youth Symphony Orchestra
The Royal Over-Seas League
The Commonwealth Resounds
The Purcell School for Young Musicians
Wells Cathedral School

The Royal Over-Seas League (ROSL)
Geoff Parkin, Artistic Director of ROSL was not only generous enough to sponsor two
outstanding, award-winning young professional musicians to help support the project, but
also came to Antigua himself to observe and assist.
The two ROSL musicians and others who were identified by the High Commissioner and
Alison Cox, facilitated a very effective training structure for the programme, benefiting
the different orchestral sections - strings, woodwind, brass, and percussion – and also the
conductors.
As well as this, the ROSL musicians also performed ensemble items and coached/advised
the school-aged musicians who were leading and mentoring.
Quote from Ellen, aged 18 - ‘Jordan (ROSL musician) was an amazing coach and we loved
working with him!”

Jordan Black (clarinet) and Joe Richards (percussion)

Will Newell (violin) and Neil Tarlton (double bass)

Jack Coward (brass) and Geoff Parkin (Artistic Director, ROSL)

The Commonwealth International Composition Award
This was a separate project for young Antiguan/Barbudan composers led by Alison Cox,
running alongside the ABYSO orchestral training programme.
Antigua and Barbuda was chosen as one of the key pilot countries for The Commonwealth
International Composition Award, another musical project which was launched during the
Commonwealth’s 70th Anniversary year.
The website link for this exciting new Composition Award is cicompositionaward.com

School-aged Antiguan composers attending a concert of their own music

Jazz and guitar
Because there are many enthusiastic young jazz musicians and guitarists in Antigua and
Barbuda, the visiting team included Cody Moss (jazz piano) and Sol Grimsaw (guitar). Cody
and Sol worked independently on their own projects throughout the week with Antiguan
children and teachers.

Sol Grimshaw, with a young guitarist

July 6th and 7th 2019
A group of professional award-winning musicians from the Royal Over-Seas League, The
Commonwealth Resounds, plus talented school aged musicians from the Purcell School for
Young Musicians and Wells Cathedral School travelled to Antigua and Barbuda as part of a
special musical project to celebrate the Commonwealth’s 70th Anniversary.

Shortly after arrival, the visiting group attended their first meeting with the ABYSO
where they all intoduced themselves and performed together for the first time!

Meeting the ABYSO musicians

Getting to know Antigua
The Ministry of Tourism in Antigua generously organised a number of very interesting
educational tours for the young visiting musicians. These were hugely appreciated!

On July 7th, after their first meeting with the orchestra, all the musicians were taken to
the beautiful, scenic area of Shirley Heights, to watch the sunset accompanied by the
sound of steelpans! This was greatly enjoyed by all.

Monday July 8th 2019
A very exciting, nerve-wracking day for everyone! At 7 a.m., a group of the visiting
musicians, plus Alison Cox and Geoff Parkin were invited to speak and perform on Antigua’s
popular national TV show, ‘Antigua and Barbuda Today’.

Just about to perform on ‘Antigua and Barbuda Today’

A special concert for the Govenor-General and his wife
Returning for a quick breakfast, the next port of call was a very high-profile one.
The visiting musicians were invited to perform at Government House to the GovernorGeneral Sir Rodney Williams and Lady Williams, his wife, plus The High Commissioner of
Antigua and Barbuda, The Minister for Culture plus other distinguished guests.
The Governor-General himself spoke to the audience and welcomed the visiting contingent.
The Minister for Culture and the High Commissioner also spoke about music and the arts.

A short, lively musical programme was presented, including a fanfare, a string quartet, a
wind quintet, a brass trio and a short jazz performance.
The event was reported in the national press – The Antigua Observer.
https://antiguaobserver.com/gg-meets-uk-youthorchestra/?fbclid=IwAR1Sdtvc2r18eshaiywwT_5E36ODyim5g1Y6NIcTRQoD-xND09Rzr2z90ik
The special fanfare composed for this prestigious event was written by an 18-year-old
composer, Ka Youn Yoo. She conducted it herself.

Ka Youn Yoo conducting her own fanfare in Government House, Antigua
Ka Youn dedicated her fanfare to the Governor-General and his wife, and presented it to
them at the end of the concert.

Ka Youn Yoo presenting her fanfare to the Governor-General and his wife

After this special concert and a quick rest at the hotel, everyone travelled by bus to the
Vivian Richards Stadium, where the ABYSO orchestral rehearsals were to take place. The
rehearsals, training and mentoring now began in earnest.

flute sectional rehearsal

string sectional rehearsal

At the same time as the ABYSO rehearsals, in a different room, ten young composers
were working with Alison Cox and her team, learning new skills in songwriting. They all
chose texts and composed short songs, discovering how to set words effectively and
create well-shaped melodic lines. At the end of the session, Ka Youn Yoo sang their songs
to them, accompanied by Cody Moss, who improvised a piano accompaniment for the songs.

Cody Moss, improvising a piano accompaniment to songs written by young Antiguan
composers
As a wonderful, memorable end to this jam-packed day, all the youngest visiting musicians
were taken by bus to the Antigua Girls’ High School, where they were treated to a
steelpan lesson by expert tutor Gavin Francis, helped by students from the AGHS who are
the reigning School Panorama Champions.

Steelpan lesson at Antigua Girls’ High School, led by Head of Music, Gavin Francis

Tuesday July 9th 2019
A very busy day for everyone, working hard with the ABYSO. Jazz students, composers
and guitarists were all fully occupied with their own projects as well.
Alison Cox and the composers were delighted to be joined by the well-known steelpan
maestro/composer, Khan Cordice. Khan has been working carefully since January 2019
with school-aged students involved in the pilot programme for the Commonwealth
International Composition Award.

Composer and steelpan expert, Khan Cordice

Wedesday July 10th 2019
The ABYSO orchestral, jazz and guitar projects continued.
Wednesday 10th July was, however, an important day for the composers!

Go Compose, Antigua!
Go Compose is a 1-day training programme for young composers which was created by the
UK’s most well-known new music organisation, Sound and Music and has been run in
venues all over the UK for several years. http://www.soundandmusic.org/projects/go-compose-0
It offers the young composers a ‘crash course’ in composition, where in a single day, they
are coached by expert composition tutors and professional instrumentalists and enabled
to write a short piece of music, which is then rehearsed and recorded. This provides a
very positive first experience for young emerging composers.
GO COMPOSE, ANTIGUA! included the following participants …….
Alison Cox, Head of Composition, The Purcell School – Key Tutor
Khan Cordice, Steelpan Expert, Composer and Director of Music, The Clare School –
Associate Key Tutor
Ka Youn Yoo, Alex Papp and Joshua Mock – Young Composition Assistants
Jordan Black, Alex Papp, Joshua Mock and Khan Cordice – Performers.
Young composers Teshanna, Brianna, Erienne, Deniko, Khadijah, Jahfari, Tatyana, Tasheka,
Khara and Alliyah

Trying out her musical sketches with the professional musicians

Jordan discusses Tatyana’s complicated clarinet melody

Sketching and playing through musical ideas

Some brought or borrowed laptops to compose on……

….whilst others composed on paper
The young composers wrote for four instruments – clarinet, viola, steelpan and cello, some
of which were familiar to them and others which were not! There was a lot of lively
discussion about combining and notating different musical techniques and special effects.
Graphic scores were used by those who wanted to present their music visually in a
different way.
All 10 young composers managed to finish their pieces in a single day, by working
incredibly hard and making full use of the opportunity.

Thursday July 11th 2019
At 11 a.m., there was a fascinating concert of new pieces written by the young composers
during ‘Go Compose, Antigua! on the previous day!

The concert was attended by Their Excellencies the Governor-General of Antigua and
Barbuda and the High Commissioner, plus everyone in the ABYSO. Each young composer
introduced their own piece before it was played.

The Governor-General and the High Commissioner listening to the new pieces of music

The Governor-General and the High Commissioner chose three of the 10 compositions to
be performed in the Commonwealth@70 Gala Concert on Sunday July 14th. However,
everyone was proud of ALL the young composers for their hard work and achievement.

A jazz lesson for the Governor-General

The Governor-General of Antigua and Barbuda loves jazz!

H.E. asked Cody Moss to give him a jazz lesson!

The ABYSO Conductors
The ABYSO was constantly rehearsing and improving all the time during these events.
Everyone recognised that they were making enormous progress!
Five people shared the orchestral conducting between them! There were two very popular
ABYSO conductors – Clarita Thomas and Vinema Jarvis. Geoff Parkin, Artistic Director of
ROSL, supported the programme and conducted some items. Josh Mock, aged 18, directed
his own Bob Marley Medley, and Ka Youn Yoo conducted the orchestral version of her own
fanfare.

ABYSO conductor Clarita Thomas and Geoff Parkin with Vinema Jarvis in the background

The Panyard Rehearsals
One of the highlights of this whole trip was the opportunity for all the visiting musicians
to experience outstanding steelpan artistry in Antigua. On Thursday evening, everyone
was taken to hear two brilliant ensembles – the Hellsgate and West Side Steel
Orchestras. These amazing musicians gave us a truly memorable experience. The
orchestras also displayed exceptional examples of intergenerational performance.

The Hellsgate and West Side Steel Orchestras

Commonwealth Hurricane Support Concerts
(some background information)
During CHOGM 2018, a number of schools in the UK raised funds to help rekindle musical
and cultural opportunities for those affected by Hurricane Irma.
Commonwealth Hurricane Support Concerts were linked to a special project, created by
The Commonwealth Resounds in response to an appeal by the High Commissioner of
Antigua and Barbuda just after the hurricane had wreaked havoc in the Caribbean.
Teachers and young people in the UK organised and ran their own ‘Commonwealth
Hurricane Support Concerts’ in London, Hertfordshire, Manchester, Cambridge and
Norfolk.
For the Bowmansgreen concert a special song was composed for Antigua and Barbuda by
Elissa Street a 16-year old composer, called “Safe and Free’.
The song was performed by children at Bowmansgreen Primary School to the National
Youth Choir of Antigua and Barbuda when they visited the UK in June 2018.
This wonderful Youth Choir visited the UK and spent a day travelling to thank some of the
schools who had organised and run Hurricane Support Concerts.

Choirs from 3 Primary Schools in the UK - Bowmansgreem, Newberries and Fair Field
running a ‘Commonwealth Hurricane Support Concert’ for Barbuda during CHOGM 2018
Before the trip, Alison Cox spoke to the High Commissioner, Karen-Mae Hill, and asked
her what might be the best musical present for Barbuda.
Her Excellency felt that some recorders would be useful and appreciated.
Alison approached the Early Music Shop in London with the Hurricane Support funds, only
expecting to be able to buy some descant recorders for the children. However, thanks to
the wonderful Emma Williams, London Manager of the EMS, Alison was able to procure a
whole consort of recorders for Barbuda, including trebles, tenors and a bass!
There were now so many recorders to bring to Barbuda! All the visiting musicians
squashed a few each in their suitcases!
Other Hurricane Support funding from the Bushey Academy and Chethams School of
Music in Manchester and elsewhere was used to buy stringed instruments for the ABYSO.
Many, many thanks to Bill and his team at Thwaites Fine Stringed Instruments in Bushey
for their help in procuring some very nice, sturdy, Caribbean-friendly violins and a viola
for the ABYSO. A lovely cello was also donated by Paula Hart, from the Toby Davies Fund.

Friday July 12th 2019 – Barbuda
A VERY SPECIAL DAY TRIP TO BARBUDA
9:30 am Departure of Dignitaries and Special Guests from Antigua. (Alison Cox was
carrying a whole consort of recorders in a large bag) !

Travelling to Barbuda on a small plane with the Governor-General and the High
Commissioner
9:50 a.m. Arrival of Dignitaries and Special Guests in Barbuda
⁃ His Excellency Sir Rodney Williams GCMG, KGN, KSt.J, MBBS, PhD(h.c), Governor
General of Antigua and Barbuda
⁃ H.E. John Pilbeam, Australian High Commissioner
⁃ H.E. Karen-Mae Hill, Antigua & Barbuda U.K. High Commissioner
⁃ Mr. Geoff Parkin, Artistic Director, ROSL
⁃ Ms. Alison Cox, Founder, The Commonwealth Resounds
⁃ Mr. Michael Joseph, President, Antigua Barbuda Red Cross
⁃ Mr. Dale Mercury, Aide-de-campe

Geoff Parkin and the High Commissioner on a site tour
The guests arrived in Barbuda to a very pleasant Airport Greeting by the Chair of Sports
and Youth, Barbuda Council, Mrs Sharima Myers & Tamara Huggins from The Be
Foundation. After this the visiting group was taken on a site tour to community areas of
opportunity such as the Hannah Thomas Hospital, Codrington Village Homes and
environmental sites, buildings and spaces. This enabled the visitors to speak to local
people and see for themselves how they were coping and what was still needed.

At 10:45 a.m. the entourage arrived at Holy Trinity Primary School, which was going to
receive the donation of recorders. Alison was delighted to meet Ms. Tulip Nicholas, who
would be accepting the recorders on behalf of Holy Trinity School.
There was a great deal of building work and structural development taking place at the
school as the guests arrived. Everyone admired the new improvements and Alison tried to
find a place to hold a little ceremony in the midst of all the dust, rubble and activity.
A small table miraculously appeared from nowhere. Alison and Tulip arranged the
recorders upon this, ready for the Donation Ceremony.

Alison Cox presenting recorders
to Tulip Nicholas

The High Commissioner speaking eloquently
and movingly about music education

Tulip Nicholas introduced the presentation and spoke very warmly and sincerely about the
gift of recorders for the Holy Trinity Primary School.

Alison describing the Commonwealth Hurricane Support programme
Although the Recorder Donation Ceremony took place in a modest venue, it was attended
by a number of highly distinguished people!

After this, the group visited the Barbuda Sports Complex and were addressed by
⁃ Chair of Council, Wayde Burton
⁃ Chair of Sports and Youth, Sharima Myers
⁃ Sports Coaches
⁃ Barbuda Council workers refurbishing basketball and tennis courts
⁃ Trustees of The Be Foundation, Jenita Cuffy, Anessa Hopkins & Tamara Huggins

The impressive Barbuda Sports Complex
Finally, the guests were treated to a delicious lunch at the Timbuk Restaurant, and then
departed for the airport.

1:00pm | Dignitaries and Special Guests’ departure from Barbuda to Antigua
Geoff and Alison arrived back at the ABYSO rehearsals tired but absolutely delighted to
have been able to see a little bit of Barbuda. Thank you so much to everyone who made
this special day so interesting and successful.

Saturday July 13th
An excellent, enjoyable sightseeing tour of Antigua organised for the visiting musicians by
the Ministry for Tourism! Everyone was extremely well informed by the brilliant bus
driver Sean and the engaging Tour Guide, Bernadette.
!

h
Although it was (unusually) pouring with rain on this day, in no way did this dampen any
spirits! The group was keen to see and experience everything, even a soaking wet lunch
under a conopy and sailing lessons in a deluge!
There were some amazing historical sites to see and explore and the young people learned
a huge amount about Antigua’s history and culture – and its cuisine, too! They all enjoyed
sampling barbecued corn and drinking Antigua’s famous drink - pink Ting!
This was a really fascinating, enjoyable tour for everyone and the musicians all gave it at
least five stars at the end!
Huge thanks to the Ministry for Tourism for organising this excellent excursion.

Sunday July 14th 2019

THE DAY OF THE CONCERT

After a quiet morning, everyone made their way to the Dean William Lake Centre for a 2
p.m. dress rehearsal. The concert was due to start at 6 p.m.
Huge credit to the amazing, hardworking ABYSO staff, who had laid out the whole
orchestra in advance, all ready for the Dress Rehearsal.

The final rehearsal

A CONCERT TO CELEBRATE THE
COMMONWEALTH @ 70

The concert was broadcast by Antigua’s TV and radio network.
https://www.facebook.com/abstvradio/videos/a-concert-to-celebrate-commonwealth-70-the-antigua-andbarbuda-youth-symphony-or/365060400820490/

The Antigua and Barbuda Youth Symphony Orchestra playing ABBA!

Young musicians Meggie Murphy and Alex Papp speaking about the trip

The Hon.Daryll Matthew
Minister of Sports, Culture, National Festivals and the Arts

Lots of wistful goodbyes and tears after the concert – and firm friendships
confirmed

July 15th 2019
On our final day, the amazing Ministry of Tourism treated the visitors to a wonderful
cruise around Antigua, complete with spectacular scenic views, sunshine - and snorkelling!

Thank you, Antigua – so much! You are a beautiful country, with wonderful people and the
most astonishing cultural heritage, which may well soon become the envy of the Caribbean.
Everyone loved working with the ABYSO and the young composers. We shall stay closely in
touch and will all remain Antiguans at heart.

What the young musicians in Antigua say
I would just like to thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to
visit Antigua. Even though you were only here for a few days, you came
and left a mark on this orchestra. You left a great impact on not only
myself but all the string players who got the opportunity to work with you.
As H.E. Karen May Hill said, it was beautiful to see black and white, two
sets of people with totally different backgrounds, come together to
create such astounding music. We were not only impressed by your
knowledge and skills but how you came with such a down to earth heart and
portrayed such humility and grace. You and the other visiting musicians
would never be able to understand how important this week was for the
orchestra. You guys just came for 1 week and changed ABYSO forever,
imagine if all of you stayed even longer? I hope that the Commonwealth
Resounds, ROSL, Purcell School and the other visitors keep friendship
with ABYSO for many successful years to come.
Once more, thank you, thank you, thank you.
Alfanique (Leader of the ABYSO) to Will Newell, ROSL String Tutor

I adore playing the viola and am practicing for 3 hours per day now. I’m
really grateful for all the teaching that you have given me.
Young ABYSO viola player to Alex Papp (student viola mentor)
I learnt a lot and got to improve greatly on my skills and I got to meet
some amazing persons.
Khadijah Ladoom aged 15 - Cello
My time with Meggie and the others from ROSL and the Purcell School
helped me to continue playing my trombone because I now realise I can go
very far with it.
David Joseph, aged 11 – Trombone
During the week that the students were here, I learnt a lot of different
techniques. They motivated me to continue practicing and to become
better at playing my instrument. I do hope they will come again!
J'herdine Browne, aged 15 - Violin
Working along with the Commonwealth students has been a great
experience. As someone who never had formal training on the flute, seeing
such high levels of performance motivated me to work harder to improve
on my sound and technique.
What I have learnt from Francesca at the workshop will go a long way in
helping me when I commence classes shortly. I am looking forward to
playing with these great musicians in the future.
Michelle Thomas, aged 26 - Flute
Working with ROSL members and the Purcell School has encouraged me to
engage myself fully into the music and the instrument that I play.
They also taught me how to fully understand the notes being played and
where most of the air must come from, and also how to properly play the
instrument.
David Isaac aged 24 – Oboe
The time spent with the Commonwealth musicians meant a lot to me. It has
helped me to improve my skills as an upcoming trumpeter. It has also given
me an appreciation of how the orchestra should work together to
accomplish its goals.
Zephaniah, aged 16 - Trumpet
Will you be coming back? We would like to come and do this (composition)
course again next year!
Erienne and Khadija (young Antiguan composers)

What the young Commonwealth mentors say
“It has been one of the best and most enjoyable experiences of my life!
I’m extremely grateful to have taught jazz piano to a wide range of people
this week, including the Governor-General himself”!
Cody Moss, jazz piano
“I love Antigua so much! I really enjoyed working with the young
trombonists David and Orlando during the past ten days. The people I’ve
met and the things I have learned will stay with me forever.”
Meggie Murphy, trombonist
“It has been an honour and a privilege of a lifetime to come here and work
with the orchestra. I have met some phenomenally inspiring musicians here
and I wish the ABYSO all the best. Don’t hesitate to get in touch if you
want any compositions or arrangements for them”!
Josh Mock, cellist and composer
I had a special opportunity to write a fanfare for the Governor General
and work with young composers in Antigua for 10 days with lovely people.
Well done everyone!
Ka Youn Yoo – composer, singer and conductor

We are enormously grateful to the
following for their help and support
Stephen Browne, Chairman of BNB Collective Ltd, without whom the
project would not have been able to happen at all.

The Commonwealth Secretariat and the Commonwealth@70 Fund,
especially Nabeel Goheer, Abhik Sen and Catherine Muir for their
encouragement and advice.

The Government, Departments of Culture and Tourism and the High
Commission of Antigua and Barbuda for their generous support for the
whole programme, including wonderful tours and sightseeing
opportunities for the visiting musicians.
The Sir Vivian Richards Stadium for their excellent rehearsal facilities
for the ABYSO during the week

The Royal Society of St George, especially Shirley and the late Albert
Hankers, who generously support Commonwealth musical projects and
young musicians.
The Engering Trust, for creating a new music leadership funding
programme which has helped support the Antigua project.
To Lewis Delivett and Paxman Musical Instruments Ltd. for organising
and bringing an essential horn mouthpiece for a young ABYSO player.

Young Antiguan horn player playing for the first time with his new mouthpiece,
supplied by Paxman

Rotary clubs throughout the UK and overseas, who helped fund
individual young musicians working with the ABYSO in Antigua

Paula Hart and the Toby Davies Award for donating a beautiful cello to
the ABYSO
The Starfish Jolly Beach Resort, Antigua for generously offering
highly affordable accommodation and subsistence for visiting musicians.
To Ann Chapman from Minesoft, for kindly helping to subsidise the
accommodation costs for young musicians

To Sally-Ann Whitty for personally sponsoring the blue
Commonwealth@70 tee-shirts for all visiting musicians.

Her Excellency, Lady Williams and The Halo Foundation for the Needy
for helping support expenses and accommodation for the visiting
professional musicians in the group.

The Commonwealth Hurricane Support schools and musical partners,
who raised funds in 2017-18 for the victims of Hurricane Irma

These include
The Bushey Academy, Hertfordshire
Bowmansgreen Primary School, Hertfordshire
Chethams School of Music, Manchester
Lily, Butterfly and Magdalene (Commonwealth Hurricane Support
Concert in Cambridge)
Commonwealth Young Musicians’ Concert (CHOGM 2018)
Commonwealth Rotarian Peace Envoys (Sound, Image, Movement
Concert for CHOGM 2018)
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